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ABSTRACT 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a commutative field of character- 
istic distinct from 2. Let V carry a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form. The 
special orthogonal group is O+(V) := {B E O(V):det n = 1). Main result: An ele- 
ment n E O+ (V) is a product of two involutions in O+ (V) if and only if dimV $2 
mod 4 or an orthogonal decomposition of V into orthogonally indecomposable 
?r-modules contains a n-module of odd dimension. 
A group is called k-reflectional if every element is a product of k 
involutions of G. Here we call u an involution if a2 = 1. In this article V is a 
finitedimensional vector space over a field of characteristic distinct from 2, 
carrying a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form f. Let 2s denote the 
hyperbolic plane over GF(3). We note O+(.Xs) = { 1, - l}. The aim of our 
paper is 
THEOREM A. O+(V) is trirejlectional, except when dimV= 2 and 
V # 2s. O+(V) is birejlectional if and only if dimV f 2 mod 4 or V = ZS. 
THEOREM B. Let n E 0 + (V). Then r is a product of two involutions in 
O+(V) if and only if dimV f 2 mod 4 or an orthogonal decomposition of V 
into orthogonally indecomposable r-mdules contains an odddimensional 
term. 
The following denotations and facts will repeatedly be used. A vector v is 
called isotropic [anisotropic] if f(v, v) = 0 [if f(v, v) # 01. A subspace W is 
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called totally isotropic if f(u, u) = 0 for all u, u E W. If W is not totally 
isotropic, then W is spanned by its anisotropic vectors. W is called regular if 
radW:=WnW’= 0. The index ind W of a regular subspace W is the 
maximal dimension of a totally isotropic subspace of W. One has 
indW<idimW. For m=O(V) let F(a):=kemel(a-1) and B(T):= 
V( T - 1). Observe that B( TIT) ’ = F(T). If (I E O(V) is an involution, then 
B(a) and F(a) are regular subspaces, and hence V= B(a)@F(a); further- 
more B(u) = Neg(u) := (0: vu = - u}. The symbol @ indicates that both 
@ and I apply. The following theorem is due to M. J. Wonenburger [5] and 
D. 2. Djokovib [2]. 
THEOREM WD. O(V) is birejkctional. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 7~ = pu, where p, u E O(V) are involutions such that 
detp= -l=detu. Zfu~F(p)uB(p), WEF(U)UB(U), andf(v,w)=O 
for some pair v, w of anisotropic vectors, then T is a product of three 
involutions in 0 +(V). 
Proof. Define involutions 7, w E O(V) by the properties B(r) = (0) 
and B(w) = (w). Then pr,rw,ou GO+(V) are involutions and satisfy 
7r = pa = (pr)(70)(L&J). n 
PROPOSITION 1.2. O+(V) is trirejikctionul, except when dimV= 2 and 
vz 23. 
Proof. If dimV = 2, then the only involutions in O+ (V) are 1 and - 1, 
and O+ (V) is not generated by its involutions, except when V = %‘a. Now 
suppose that n := dimV > 3. Let +7r E O+ (V). We want to prove that rr is a 
product of at most three involutions of 0 + (V ). Theorem WD supplies 
involutions p, u E O(V) such that ?T = pu holds. Assuming n odd and 
p e O+(V), one obtains -p, -aGO+ and r=(-p)( -u). Thus we 
can suppose that n is even > 4 and det p = - 1= det u. Choose an aniso- 
tropicvectoru~F(p).LetU:=u~~F(u)andW:=v~f?B(u).If UUW 
contains an anisotropic vector w, then the previous lemma completes the 
proof. Else U and W are totally isotropic subspaces. F(u) is a regular 
subspace, and we have dim F(u) - 1 Q dim U < ind F(u) < idim F(u); hence 
dim F(u) < 2. Similarly, dim B(u) < 2. Thus, dim B(u) = 1, since dim B(u) 
is odd. Finally, n = dim F(u) + dim B(u) < 3. n 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that V # 23. Zf U and W are subspaces such that 
U u W contains every anisotropic vector of V, then U = V or W = V. 
Proof. We want to prove V = U U W. So let v be an isotropic vector 
z 0. If v ’ is a totally isotropic space, then 2( 12 - 1) = 2 dim v ’ < 2 ind V Q n; 
hence n = 2. Thus, V contains only two l-dimensional regular subspaces and 
must be 3s. Now consider the case that v ’ is not totally isotropic. Choose 
an anisotropic 2 E v I. Since the vectors z, z - v, z + v are anisotropic 
(hence elements of U U W), there are two of them lying simultaneously in U 
or in W. This implies v E U U W. 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf U and Ware subspaces of V having the same dimension, 
then U@ T = V = W@ T for some regular subspace T. Exception: V = ri”3 and 
U, W are the (only) ldimensional regular subspaces. 
Proof. Select a maximal regular subspace T such that T r\ U = 0 = T C’ 
W. Let us assume that T does not fulfill the assertion. Then dim U = dim W < 
dimV - dim T; hence 
V+U+T and V+W+T. (+) 
Let M:=(U+T)U(W+T). We have T’SM [else TL cU+Tor TLC 
W + T, contradicting ( + )]. On the other hand, M contains all anisotropic 
vectors of T I: Namely, if v E T L is an anisotropic vector, then T’ := T CB (v) 
is a regular subspace satisfying T’ f~ U # 0 or T’ f~ W # 0 by the choice of T. 
This implies VEM. Now, (U+T)nTI and (W+T)nTI are proper 
subspaces of T I, and every anisotropic vector of T L is an element of the 
union of these two subspaces. Using the previous lemma and ( +), we obtain 
TL=lK3 and U,W#O. (++) 
Furthermore, 
dimU= dimW= I. (+++> 
This statement follows from T @ T ’ = V # T CB U and ( + + ). 
If UCB v L = V = W@ v’ for some anisotropic v E V, then the proof is 
completed. Else we conclude v 1 n U # 0 or v 1 n W # 0; hence U c v ’ or 
W c v 1 for every anisotropic v E V. Thus, U ’ U W ’ contains every aniso- 
tropic vector, and the exceptional case is present; cf. Lemma 2.1. n 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let n GO(V) such that F(a)=O=Neg(sr). If 7 =pa 
where p, u E O(V) are involutions, then dim B(p) = dim F(p) = $ dimV = 
dim B(a) = dim F(o). 
Proof. The inclusion F(p) n B(u) c Neg(r) = 0 yields dim F(p) < 
dim F(u). Also, dim F(p) < dim B(u), since F(p) n F(u) c F(m) = 0. Hence 
we have dim F(p) < +dimV, and a similar argument shows dim B(p) 
< f dimV. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let dimV = 2 mod 4. If n E O(V) is a product of two 
involutions in O+(V), then F(a) # 0 or Neg(r) f 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that U and W are regular subspaces satisfying 
U@W=V=Ul@W. Zfp,u~O(V)areinvolutionssuchthatB(p)=Uand 
B(u) = W, then F( ~7) = 0 = Neg(sr), where rr := pa. 
Proof. Given vEF(a) we write v=a+b, where a~F(p)=Ul and 
bEB(p)=U. We have vp=a-b=vu=au+bu; hence au-a= -(bu 
+b)EWnW i = 0. This implies au = a E W ’ n U 1 = 0 and bu = - b 
E U n W = 0. Thus we have proved F(T) = 0, and a similar argument yields 
Neg( r) = 0. n 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If dimV = 2 mod 4, then O+(V) is not birejlec- 
tionul, except when V= 2s. 
Proof. We assume V # X3. Select a regular subspace U such that 
dimU= :dimV. Lemma 2.2 supplies some regular subspace W satisfying 
U@W = V = U 1 @W. Using Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.4 we obtain an 
isometry 7~ E 0 ‘(V) which is not a product of two involutions in 0 ‘(V). n 
LEMMA 3.1 [4, Corollary 2.9, Classification 0.61. Let TT = pu, where 
p, u E O(V) are involutions. lf V is an evendimensional orthogonally inde- 
composable rr-module, then dim B(p) = $ dimV = dim B(u). In particular, 
77 E o+(v). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf dimV f 2 mod 4 then 0 + (V ) is bireflectionul. 
Proof. Suppose that V is a counterexample having minimal dimension. 
Choose ?T E 0 ‘(V) such that ~7 is not a product of two involutions in 
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O+(V). Let V=V,@ ... @Vk be an orthogonal decomposition into or- 
thogonally indecomposable r-modules V. Let a subscript i denote the 
restriction to Vi. Theorem WD supplies involutions pi, ui E 0( Vi) such that 
7~~ = piai, for every i. Combining the pi’s and the q’s, we obtain involutions 
p, u E 0( V ) such that 7~ = pa holds. We assert 
dimV, = 2 mod 4 for every i. (*) 
If, say, dimV, = 0 mod 4, then pi, ui E O+(V,) (Lemma 3.1), and (by the 
choice of V) the restriction of rr to Vi I is a product of two involutions in 
O’(V,‘). But then P is a product of two involutions in O+(V). Now 
suppose that e.g. dimV, is odd. The hypothesis on r implies det p = - 1 = 
det u. Replacing p1 by - p1 and ui by - ui, we get a new p and a new u 
such that det p = 1 = det u and 7~ = pu is valid, contradicting the choice of r. 
Hence ( * ) is proved. From ( * ) and dimV f 2 mod 4 we infer that k is an 
even number. Furthermore, dim &pi) = dim B(u,) is odd for every i; see (*) 
and Lemma 3.1. We conclude p, u E O+(V), a contradiction. n 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let P E 0 +(V). Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) dimV f 2 mod 4 or an orthogonal decomposition of V into orthogo- 
nally indecomposable r-modules contains an odddimerwionul term. 
(ii) 71 is a product of two involutions in O+(V). 
Proof. (i) *(ii): If dimV f 2 mod 4, then r is a product of two 
involutions in O+(V); see Proposition 3.2. If V = Vi@ . . . 0 V, is a 
decomposition into rr-modules and dimV, is odd, then define pi, ui, p, u as in 
the proof of Proposition 3.2. Using the change-of-sign argument of this proof, 
one can achieve p, u E O+(V). 
(ii)=,(i): Let V=V,@ ..e @V, be a decomposition into orthogonally 
indecomposable r-modules Vi. We call k the decomposition length of rr. Let 
us assume that the assertion is wrong. Then one can find a product r of two 
involutions in some 0 ‘(V ) such that dimV = 2 mod 4 and an orthogonal 
decomposition of V into orthogonally indecomposable r-modules does not 
contain an odddimensional term. Pick such a rr which has minimal decom- 
position length. Let q = pu, where p, u E O+(V) are involutions. The pro- 
position in [3, Section 41 supplies a decomposition V = Vi @ . . . @ V, into 
orthogonally indecomposable m-modules Vi which are invariant under p and 
u. If, say, dimV, = 0 mod 4, then dim B(p,) = ;dimV, = dim B(u,); see 
Lemma 3.1. Hence, the restriction of 7~ to Vi’ satisfies our assumptions on r, 
but its decomposition length is shorter. Thus, dimV, = 2 mod 4 for every i. 
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Inspection of the types of orthogonally indecomposable Ir-modules W (see 
e.g. [3, Section 51) shows that neither x - 1 nor x + 1 divides the minimal 
polynomial of W if dimW = 2 mod 4. Therefore F(a) = 0 = Neg(r). Lemma 
2.3 implies dim B(p) = k dimV; hence det p = - 1, since i dimV is odd. This 
is a contradiction. n 
Clearly, Theorem A is the result of Propositions 1.2, 2.6, and 3.2. 
Theorem B is just Proposition 3.3. 
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